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Death was only the beginning...No one's afterlife is as dispiriting as Audrey's-at least that's what she

believes after waking up dead without her memories and being promptly assigned to hunt demons

for the rest of eternity.She's convinced God's made a cosmic mistake; after all, she'd rather discuss

the color of her nails than break them on angelic weapons. It doesn't help that her trainer, Logan, is

as infuriating as he is attractive. And just when Audrey and Logan appear close to developing an

amicable relationship, a decision made under duress will push their hearts in a direction neither of

them saw coming. Despite her sub-par fighting abilities, an ancient weapon of unparalleled power

chooses Audrey as its wielder, attracting the cautious gazes of her fellow hunters and the attention

of Satan himself. With Satan's eyes now fixed on Audrey, a battle for the safety of the living looms in

the shadows.*** This book was originally published in 2015. This revised edition contains only minor

content and grammatical updates. ***
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Huntress is a very engaging read. It's all about self discovery and faith, nothing in the storyline is fed

to you, and you feel as though you walk the path together. I definitely recommend this book, even if



it is a deviation from your usual read.

Downloaded the Kindle version late last night bc I couldn't wait for the book to arrive after reading

the excepts. Read the entire book today. Excellent characterization and good dialog with fast paced

action. But most of all fun and heart touching as we meet and follow Audrey in her struggle to

comprehend all that is happening to her. I read a lot of young adult fiction with my teenagers. I've

bought 5 more Huntress to give to my high school senior and her friends and my niece bc I know

they are going to love it too!

Julie Hall has amazed with her novel about life after death for a teen girl. Audrey, the saucy

protagonist, is thrust into another dimension. We experience her confusion, mysteries, adventure

and romance along with her.Julie keeps the reader surprised at every turn through creative writing

and artistic license. She weaves biblical truth in throughout Audrey's discoveries. I look forward to

the next release of this remarkable book!

Forget the television programs and movies about heaven and follow Audrey into a different afterlife.

You will be drawn to journey with her as she attempts to get her bearings in a world

thatÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s disorienting and frustrating, yet mysterious and wonderful. Come with an

open mind as the author entertains you, activating your imagination and questions about your place

in the grander design of the universe.

I loved reading this book from start to finish! It's easy to follow Audrey's feelings of wonderment,

frustration, and accomplishment as she comes to grips with her new (after)life, making this fantastic

world come to life for the reader. There's something for everyone in this book with great fight

scenes, witty dialogue, and a love story that is equally satisfying and confounding, leaving readers

on the edge and waiting for the next book!

This book is AMAZING! I read it in one day, could not put it down! The heroine is strong and what I

love the most doesn't get all woe is me. She's accepted she's died and does her best to move on. I

got so wrapped up in the story and cannot wait for warfare!

I loved reading Huntress by Julie Hall. Its an entertaining read for any young adult or an adult who

wants a fun, lighthearted read. I appreciate a book that has a little romance, action and great



character development. The story line moves nicely with a good mix of mystery relating to Audrey's

forgotten history, spiritual conflict and growing relationships with the others in the afterlife. Can't wait

until Book 2 to see how the story continues to unfold.

Wow. What a great book. I can't wait for the next one. So many surprises in the story.
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